APEX PARK VISITOR SAFETY/TRAIL MANAGEMENT

ONE YEAR TRIAL REPORT
SEPTEMBER 10, 2021

OVERVIEW
Following extensive community engagement and analysis, Jeffco Open Space (JCOS) implemented a new trail
management plan to improve safety and the visitor experience at Apex Park in September 2020. This plan
was adopted as a one year trial to test its effectiveness and was implemented on September 10, 2020. This
management scenario has been effective at reducing conflict while improving safety and the visitor experience
at Apex Park. Given its success, the current trail management will be used on an ongoing basis.

MANAGEMENT EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENTS
BACKGROUND
This plan was the result of a community engagement process
which included releasing a draft plan, hosting a community
meeting, and collecting public feedback. The following
themes were the most important to Apex Park visitors in the
new management plan: use odd and even days (not days of
the week, i.e. Monday, Wednesday), single direction trails,
connectivity to other trails (e.g. Chimpex), neighborhood
access, and visitor safety.

VISITOR COMPLIANCE
Overall, visitors were able to navigate the new management
successfully and visitor compliance was high. The occasional
“wrong day” use occurred on relatively low frequency when
compared to total park visitation. Rangers were dispatched
to the park five times for wrong day hikers and issued five
warnings and eight tickets for this violation. One gate and the
attached gate signs were vandalized.

PUBLIC FEEDBACK
JCOS received a total of 20 written comments via social media
or other channels specific to Apex Park trail management.
Comment themes included: better and positive visitor
experience, thanks for listening to community suggestions and
implementing the plan, confusing signs (subsequently revised),
wrong way use, and more enforcement needed.
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ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT

Following feedback from park
visitors that some of the signs
on the gates were confusing,
designated use signs were revised.
This improved comprehension and
reduced confusion.
At the suggestion of park visitors,
“wrong way” reminder posts
inside gates were added to
enhance communication of the
designations, in case a visitor fails
to see or read the information at
the gate.

SWITCHING GEARS FOR RIDERS IN SNOW CONDITIONS

At the request of the riding community, trail management was adapted
when snow accumulations reached a depth to safely allow riders to ride
uphill. All other trail designations remain in place during the SWITCH
GEARS condition.
The SWITCH GEARS condition will be evaluated for another season
before any ongoing determination is made. While SWITCH GEARS
allows riders to enjoy an uphill experience in snow conditions, SWITCH
GEARS is confusing to some park visitors. Some assumed it meant all
designations were lifted. Additionally, calling a SWITCH GEARS snow
condition with confidence can be tricky and very short lived considering
Colorado’s unpredictable weather.

Contact Us
Submit questions and comments to: apexpark@jeffco.us
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